
CMS Multicore Scheduling 

tools and strategy
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Outline

● Intro:
– CMS Multicore application

– Scheduling goals

● Getting resources

● Using resources
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Foreword: CMS Multicore application

● Forked processes multicore MC production developed and 
tested by CHEP12:

– Memory reduction: up to 40%

– Small CPU penalty (output merging)

● Not finally needed for LHC run1: not used for production

● However, needed for run2, CMS decided to go for 
multithreaded software

● CMS multithreaded application not yet ready
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CMS Multicore job scheduling CMS Multicore job scheduling 

Objectives:

● Avoid splitting resources at sites, such as dedicated whole 
node slots, separated queues, etc: complexity and inefficiency

 

● Integrate scheduling of both multicore and single-core jobs. 

● Maximize CPU usage:

– No idle CPUs while jobs are in queue

– Minimize CPU inefficiency derived from scheduling
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● Getting resources
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Getting resources

● Fully partitioned WNs: N cores = N slots
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Getting resources

● Single core pilots:
– 1 pilot per core

– 1 job per pilot at a time
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Getting resources
Multicore pilots with dynamic partitioning of allocated 
resources: 

– Take N slots, make M internal slots of variable size.

rsl="WholeNodes = False; HostNumber = 1 

CPUNumber = 4"
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● Using allocated resources
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Multicore pilots
● Multicore pilots with internal partitioning or resouces: dynamical 

internal slots

– Essential for multicore jobs

– Advantageous for single core jobs

– Can handle both types simultaneously
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Job Scheduling 

Play Tetris:

– Jobs with different resources 
requirements

– FIFO: Idle CPUs while enough 
resources are being released (draining) 

– Scheduler with backfilling: needs job 
lifetime estimation, a complex problem 
in itself 
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Job Scheduling

How about playig tetris like this?

● Multicore pilots hide the different jobs resources 
requirements from the local batch system/ 
scheduler: no distinction between single-core 
and multicore jobs

● Fixed pilot lifetime: no need to estimate job 
duration (pilot>>job)

● The internal machinery takes care of good CPU 
usage
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Single core MC jobs running inside 4 core pilots
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CPU Usage
● Test MC production workflow managed by 4-

core pilots. 
– Job lifetime: ~15min

– Pilot lifetime: 2h
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Implications for sites

OK, so CMS infrastructure is only doing internally what batch 
systems+schedulers can do at the sites...

● Yes, but:

– We are providing part of the dynamic feature already included into our 
pilots

– Dynamic provisioning of resources may not be an option for some sites:
● batch system technology

● local expertise and manpower

– Separated resources is not the only option.

● By presenting our jobs in a uniform way, we share the responsibility of 
optimal scheduling with the sites:

– Uniform resource requests

– Well defined pilot lifetime

– Potential for improvement from new tools (MJF TF)
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Implications for sites

CMS is proposing a model which potentially helps in 
solving the scheduling problem:

● CMS does not impose sites to either solve dynamic 
allocation themselves or separate resources

● Providing resources by 1core=1slot, just as they are 
doing now, could also be sufficient

– just allow to take N slots at a time

– accounting implications to be solved
● If sites do have some advanced scheduling algorithms, 

that's ok for us too, our pilots will just take resources, then 
internally use then in a dynamic way
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Tests

We propose to continue the development of our tools 
and do some tests to find out:

● How helpful CMS proposal really is for scheduling at sites

● Could ATLAS potentially use multicore pilots for single core jobs: unify the 
way resources are requested from the two main players.

● What is the most useful N value: 4, 8, 16...? Who should define this value?

– The developers of the multicore applications?

– Just decide on a small number to ease job scheduling?   

– What if we then just redefine the “CPU quantum” to be this number? The 
min. CPU you get is N cores, then to be used by multicore pilots 

● Optimize the relation between job/pilot lifetimes

● ... 


